How to Create Engaging Social
Media Videos for Your Business
A practical 4-step JUST ENOUGH guide to help you get
started!
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get noticed … get results!
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Everyone knows that videos are an extremely effective
branding and marketing tool for your business.
Research consistently tells us about 70% of consumers
prefer watching a video to reading about a product,
and video ads were the #1 way consumers discovered
a brand they later purchased from.

So what’s stopping you?
It’s that four-letter F-word
… fear (yes, this
four-letter F-word and
not the other one that
popped in your head a
moment ago).

“Graphic Conversation” by Marc Wathieu

How-to guides are plentiful on the internet, but a little
too plentiful though! And despite all the online tips
and tools, I’ve found it really tough to shoot videos,
even a short 90-second one like the one you just saw,
which was my first ever content video.
What stopped me was my fear of not giving you a
perfect 90-second video.
I always felt that my first video had to help you make
profound changes to your content marketing, bring
you truckloads of raving fans, and get you noticed by
every customer type.
What an absurdly tall order, but sounds familiar,
doesn’t it?
I set myself up for failure even before I started, fuelled
by my fear of not being good enough!

What did I do?

Instead of shouting positive affirmations in my head
(which does help immensely, by the way) and calling on
my reserves of will power, I dumbed down the three
core elements in making videos.

How? By making scriptwriting, video
shooting, and editing as easy as ABC.
Using simple steps, I took the fear out of each
stage of video making!
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These simple steps gently forced me to focus on

what to do and how to do it and greatly reduced my
fear and anxiety.
By the way, the video you saw earlier took me 45 mins
from the time I started writing the script to final
editing. With more practice, I reckon I can cut this to
30 mins.

https://www.zip.marketing

Is the video perfect? Definitely … NOT! But it’s good
enough to capture the attention of my intended
audience without resorting to silly antics, false
promises, or fancy special effects.
The video was simple, with JUST ENOUGH captivating
content, and JUST ENOUGH video recording quality.

JUST ENOUGH is Good Enough!
My wish for all of you is to use this JUST ENOUGH
guide and take the fear out of video content
creation.
Get that first video out to your customers, or to
continue your stalled video content efforts. Enjoy!

"Salvador Dali at Port Lligat" by Ronald Douglas Frazier

“HAVE NO FEAR OF
PERFECTION — YOU'LL NEVER
REACH IT.”
- Salvador Dali

The JUST ENOUGH Video Content Creation
Checklist
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Step 1: Write your script.
Keep it simple and customer-focused

1. Fearlessly identify one customer type for
this video. Just one as this makes your
content very targeted and focused and of
course, easier to write.
2. What is the main problem they face with
their business? Don’t tell them how
“unique,” “innovative,” or
“award-winning” your company is. It’s all
about your customer and their problem!
Stop showing off.
3. What’s your solution to the main problem
this one customer type faces?
4. Use Nancy Duarte’s Storytelling
framework to write your script. Here’s a
simple summary and read the detailed
explanation at HBR.org
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5. Keep between 90 seconds to 4 minutes
for each video. Rule of thumb: 220 words is
about 60 seconds of video time.
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Step 2: Equipment and Software
This is all you need

The JUST ENOUGH equipment list:
[Cell phone] + [Tripod] + [Mic] +
[Teleprompter]

1. Camera: use your cell phone. Any 2017
model or newer is perfect and check that
it shoots videos at 1080p or 4k.
2. Tripod. Either a table top version or a
floor standing version.
3. Teleprompter software (free version) for
your phone. Use either Video
Teleprompter or PromptSmartLite

4. Your own everyday bluetooth or wired
earphones is good enough as your mic.
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Step 3: Shooting tips
Simple tips for a pro look

1. Indoors preferred so that there’s little or
no background noise.
2. Shoot in the day near a window for
natural lighting.
3. Test teleprompter speed to match your
speaking speed.
4. Ensure phone camera is at your eye level
or just below
5. Make sure top of your head to just under
your chest.
6. This is how big you want to appear in
your video.
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Step 4: Editing tips
Only one tip!

1. Use CapCut to edit video. Fuss-free
editing right on your phone.

ZIP Marketing endorses and supports the global

JUST ENOUGH
content marketing effort.

JUST ENOUGH
is good enough
www.ZIP.marketing
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